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all floor finishes to

architect's specification
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off-form concrete RC

pool structure to

architect's detail

pool edge detail with overhang of

100mm and 10mm wide groove

line all along edge
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200

pool lights to LA's

specs installed

approx.700mm below

water level @ every

5m c/c

150

FFL85.50

removable 'ritewood' access panel

for maintenance of overflow drain

with SS clip channel to detail

25x50mm SS L-angle,

thickness 3mm

cut to length of SS

clips fixed to RC

stump.

off-form concrete RC

pool structure to

architect's detail

100mm thick

18-25mm dia. loose

laid limestone

chipping to LA's

approval ( by others)

hot-dip galvanised

steel grating to LA's

approval

screed to fall

screed to fall

15mm shadow gap running along

entire length of pool

raised 'ritewood' decking of 90x38mm strips  laid with 5mm gap

in between each strip. fixing to manufacturer's spec. colour to

LA's approval
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FFL 87.10

450

ventblock wall to architect's detail

FFL87.00

150

100mm dia. dropper drain

pipe with rodding eye and

filter capping. location to

architect's drawing

25mm Nylex Cordrain laid

to manufacturer's specs

50mm clean sand blinding

to nearest drainage outlet

MS galvanised bracket to

detail pinned to RC structure

50x50x3200mm galvanised MS

C-channel laid @ 800 c/c

50x50mm galvanised MS SHS frame

to length of pool decking fixed w MS

metal brackets to detail
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TOW87.01

WL87.02

15mm shadow gap line

refer to plan on the left

50

100

50x50x100mm galvanised L-bracket

welded to SHS and bolted to RC

structure @ 800mm c/c

50x50mm MS galvanised

C-channel, thickness 5mm

15

15

45

25

SECTION

15

50x50mm MS galvanised

C-channel, thickness 5mm

50x50mm MS galvanised SHS,

thickness 5mm

6mm dia. SS screws flushed

with timber surface

PLAN

OVERFLOW CHANNEL

2950X450MM PRECAST

COPING

POOL
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800x420x40mm chengal timber strip to

dimensions below removable panel

420

15mm shadow gap along

entire length of pool

350x50x25mm T- bar

welded to SHS@ 800mm c/c

SS 15x15mm channel w rubber strip

lining along inner walls

50x25x350mm MS galvanised

L-angle, thickness 3mm

FFL 87.15

SECTION A - A' - swimming pool and timber decking

DETAIL PLAN & SECTION - removable timber panel

DETAIL
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refer to

D22 and D21inset




